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Abstract—Understanding how social media users interact with
each other and spread information across multiple platforms is
critical for developing effective methods for promoting truthful
information and disrupting misinformation, as well as accu-
rately simulating multi-platform information diffusion. This work
explores five approaches for identifying relationships between
users involved in cross-platform information spread. We use a
combination of user attributes and URL posting behaviors to find
users who appear to purposely spread the same information over
multiple platforms or transfer information to new platforms. To
evaluate the outlined approaches, we apply them to a dataset of
over 24M social media posts from Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and
Instagram relating to the 2020 U.S. presidential election. We then
characterize and validate our results using null model analysis
and the component structure of the user networks returned by
each approach. We subsequently examine the political bias, fact
ratings, and performance of the content posted by the identified
sets of users. We find that the different approaches yield largely
distinct sets of users with different biases and content preferences.

Index Terms—social media networks, multi-platform, election.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing number and diversity of available social
media platforms have given users more ways to connect
with others and share information. Social media users now
have a wide selection of platforms to choose from, each
providing unique social structures, posting mechanisms, and
recommendation systems. On top of that, many users engage
with multiple social media websites daily and, in doing so,
provide new pathways through which information can spread
between different communities on different platforms [1]. This
has led multi-platform-based research to become a critical area
of work [2], especially within the growing field of social cyber-
security [3]. Researchers have characterized and compared the
activity of users on different social media platforms, ranging
from studying different methods of political campaigning
across platforms [4] to identifying linguistic differences in
posts made on Facebook and Twitter [5]. More recently, some
researchers investigated the multi-platform spread of COVID-
19 related misinformation [6], [7].
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To understand how information spreads over multiple social
media platforms, it is useful to be able to identify and char-
acterize users who are actively supporting such information
diffusion. With this in mind, our paper focuses on three main
goals: i) to identify social media users on different platforms
who appeared to purposely spread the same information over
multiple platforms or transfer information between platforms,
ii) to characterize the political bias and fact ratings of the users
engaged in multi-platform behaviors, and iii) to compare the
performance of URLs spread by the identified users to those
in the complete dataset.

To tackle these objectives, we first outline five approaches
for identifying cross-platform pairs of users, each involved in
the diffusion of URL-based content over multiple platforms.
We subsequently collect a dataset of 24M posts relating
to election fraud and election-related protests surrounding
the 2020 U.S. presidential election from Twitter, Facebook,
Reddit, and Instagram. These platforms were selected for
this case study since they are widely used by the American
public [1], have been used in previous disinformation and
influence campaigns [8], [9], and were home to discussions
about election fraud and election-related protests during the
2020 U.S. election [10]. Furthermore, the platforms provide
a mix of different posting mechanisms and social structures,
which allows us to compare the results of the five user pair
identification approaches over a diverse set of platforms.

Once we identify cross-platform user pairs from the col-
lected dataset, we perform null model analysis and analyze
the component structures and overlaps of the identified user
to user networks to characterize and validate the results of
each identification approach. We then investigate the types
of content, political biases, fact ratings, and performances of
the URLs promoted by the user pairs identified through each
approach to compare the content they each posted in a multi-
platform context.

Building on prior work regarding cross-platform user iden-
tification and coordination detection, this work explores mul-
tiple approaches for identifying cross-platform user relation-
ships within the context of the 2020 U.S. presidential elec-
tion and provides insight into the types of users identified
through different cross-platform behaviors. It contributes to
the study of information flow over multiple platforms by
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identifying and analyzing the users who contribute to this
spread, ultimately supporting the development of effective
methods for promoting truthful information and limiting the
spread of misinformation in our increasingly complex social
media environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
describe prior findings related to multi-platform information
diffusion and previously proposed methods to identify both
individuals across multiple platforms and coordinated groups
of users. We then explain our research design, including the
approaches used to identify cross-platform pairs of users, the
application of these approaches to the 2020 U.S. election
dataset, and the methods used to evaluate the results. We sub-
sequently present the results of our case study, characterize the
users identified, and discuss the limitations of our approach.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Multi-platform Information Diffusion

Much of the prior work on information diffusion over
social media has focused on information spread within a
single platform. However, as it has become increasingly
apparent that misinformation spreads across multiple social
media platforms, there has recently been an increase in studies
looking into multi-platform information spread. Concerning
the spread of misinformation, work has been done to define
impact indicators and found that the origin of highly reposted
information can impact its likelihood to spread across multiple
platforms [11]. Other research has focused more specifically
on the multi-platform spread of misinformation during natural
disasters [12], as well as conspiracy theories relating to the
COVID-19 pandemic [6].

The postings of COVID-19 conspiracy-related URLs have
been used to analyze the effectiveness of content moderation
done by Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit. This work found
that the information paths between platforms are complex
and content dependent, and that fringe social media sites
are not the sole contributors to the spread of conspiracy
theories [6]. While much of this work on information diffusion
has been data-driven, theoretical research has also examined
how information can spread faster and further when users are
connected to additional, conjoining networks [13].

Another relevant research topic is the role that multiple plat-
forms can play in the execution of disinformation campaigns.
One study analyzed how Twitter and YouTube were used
in a campaign against the White Helmets during the Syrian
civil war. It found that those targeting the White Helmets
used YouTube, as well as “alternative” news websites, in a
complementary and effective way to direct users from Twitter
to large sets of videos on YouTube [14]. Another study, which
focused on the Russian disinformation campaign during the
2016 U.S. election, investigated Internet Research Agency
(IRA) activity on Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit and suggested
that the IRA may have used Reddit to test out content before
spreading it on Twitter [8]. Meanwhile, an analysis of the
IRA’s use of Twitter and YouTube found that the group relied

heavily on YouTube for spreading news and other information,
particularly from conservative sources [15].

In addition to how multiple platforms can be used to
conduct disinformation campaigns, the cross-platform connec-
tions between online hate communities can also be relevant
for understanding multi-platform social media interactions. In
particular, work analyzing the spread of malicious COVID-
19 content over multiple mainstream and less-moderated plat-
forms has shown that hate communities effectively funnel
blocked content through less-moderated platforms to avoid
detection and moderation. These cross-platform connections
make it harder for social media platforms to get rid of fake or
harmful information and can obscure the actual level of such
content on the platforms [7].

B. Identifying Cross-Platform and Coordinated Users

An obvious way that information can spread between social
media platforms is through individuals who have accounts on
multiple platforms. Due to its potential use for understanding
this, as well as other applications in areas such as market-
ing and recommendation services, various frameworks have
been proposed for identifying individuals across platforms
over the past decade. The main approaches for linking users
across platforms include using user attributes, social network
relationships, posting behaviors, or a combination of these
features to match the most similar accounts across different
platforms [16]. User attributes include public profile informa-
tion, such as display names and biographies. Social network
relationships depend on the platform being analyzed and the
types of relationships supported by the platform. Posting
behaviors refer to the content that users post on different
platforms.

Some of the earliest approaches for matching users on
different social networks involved matching users based on
usernames [17]. Multiple studies have found that social media
users tend to prefer to use a main username across mul-
tiple platforms [17], [18]. This allows usernames to serve
as a valuable tool for user identification across platforms.
However, while users often select similar usernames, they
may use different symbols within their names, such as an
underscore on one platform and a period on another. Some
of the simple metrics used to match usernames or display
names of users across different platforms include Levenshtein
distance, Jaro Wrinkler distance, cosine similarity, and Jaccard
similarity [19]. Supervised learning approaches, using features
based on users’ names and profiles, have achieved high rates of
accuracy in linking users across platforms but require labeled
training data which can be difficult to acquire [20], [21].

Additional efforts have combined username matching with
other features to achieve higher performance. For example, a
study involving matching users on different tagging platforms
found that incorporating the tags that users posted with the
purely username similarity approach improved the perfor-
mance by approximately 9% [22]. Similarly, an approach
that combined both user profile information and the ego
networks of the users achieved 10% better performance in
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matching users across platforms than existing methods [23].
These findings highlight that while usernames and other profile
information can be helpful for identifying users across plat-
forms, incorporating other information, such as social network
structures or posting behaviors, can lead to more reliable
results.

A separate but related issue is identifying coordinated
accounts across multiple platforms. While the anti-White
Helmets and 2016 election IRA work discussed earlier demon-
strate how coordinated disinformation campaigns have lever-
aged multiple platforms in their attacks, they do not address
the process of identifying coordinated accounts [8], [14],
[15]. In fact, much of the research in this area has been
limited to identifying coordination on a single platform. One
proposed method for identifying coordinated accounts relies
on behavioral traces or common actions, such as reposting the
same content or sharing the same URLs [24]. For example,
shared retweeting patterns have been used to identify anti-
White Helmet accounts [25], and shared URL posting be-
haviors have been used to differentiate organic URL posting
relationships from organized ones [26]. Furthermore, imposing
a time constraint on the shared behavior allows for identifying
synchronized actions and was used to find accounts working
together in the Reopen America Movement [27]. All three of
these examples focused on identifying coordinated accounts
on Twitter.

C. 2020 Election Research

Regarding the 2020 U.S. presidential election, an analysis
of Twitter data collected before the election, between June and
September, examined user engagement with disinformation
and information from conspiracy groups such as QAnon and
the role bots played on the platform [28], [29]. Another pre-
election study based on data collected between January and
March looked at Reddit and 4chan. It found that while partisan
information and “fringe perspectives” were prevalent in politi-
cal discussions, users of these platforms avoided posting links
to sites that produce low-quality, algorithmically generated
misinformation. Instead, YouTube, and particularly alternative
news and commentary channels on the platform, played a
significant role in amplifying misinformation [30].

As for analysis conducted in the election and post-election
time frame, the Election Integrity Partnership’s 2020 Election
Report provided in-depth insight into how a wide range of
social media platforms was used to spread election-related
misinformation. It also provided details about the cross-
platform nature of how different narratives grew and stayed
alive [31]. Furthermore, the report documented how social
media users leveraged platforms’ specific features and moder-
ation policies, or lack thereof, to spread content as effectively
as possible. Additionally, research exploring the impact of
content moderation on former President Trump’s election-
related tweets found that when Twitter blocked his messages,
they ended up being posted more often and receiving more
attention on other platforms [32].

Concerning the January 6th protests, in particular, a recent
cross-platform study involving Twitter and Parler found that
similar narratives were discussed on both platforms [33].
However, the external content linked to by users on each
platform was somewhat dissimilar, and users who posted the
same URLs were more likely to share similar names. This
research suggested that combining social media artifacts, such
as external URLs, with user expressions, such as usernames,
could be a useful in studying cross-platform information
diffusion and community dynamics.

Our work builds on this prior research by outlining five
approaches for identifying users engaged in cross-platform
behaviors, leveraging both user attributes and posting behav-
iors. We then apply these approaches to a set of 24M social
media posts collected from four platforms and study the cross-
platform user networks produced by each approach. Rather
than characterizing how particular stories were discussed or
providing an aggregate comparison of information diffusion
across the platforms, this work offers an analysis of how
certain types of identified users spread information over mul-
tiple platforms. We leverage prior multi-platform work by
employing some of the existing strategies for identifying users
across platforms and using previously proposed URL posting
and propagation metrics to characterize the content spread by
the identified users.

III. RESEARCH APPROACH

First, we describe the five approaches used for identifying
users engaged in cross-platform behaviors. The approaches
differ in either the means by which they identify cross-platform
pairs of users or in the types of relationships they aim to
identify. Rather than using a combination of these approaches,
we explore each one individually to compare the user networks
obtained through each method and the types of content each
group shared. Additionally, through null model comparisons
and network structure analysis, we provide validation of the
user pairs returned by each approach.

Once the approaches for cross-platform identification are
discussed, we describe the 2020 U.S. election dataset. This
data is combined with political bias and credibility ratings
to ultimately characterize the types of content posted by the
identified users and compare their biases and credibility prefer-
ences across approaches. Finally, we measure the performance
of the URLs shared by each set of cross-platform users.

A. Approaches for Identifying Potential Cross-Platform Con-
tent Spreaders

The primary goal of this work is to investigate multiple
approaches for identifying users engaging in cross-platform
behaviors. These approaches leverage different activities that
social media users may engage in to have an impact across
multiple platforms or to spread content between platforms.
Each approach identifies pairs of users exhibiting certain
behaviors and, in doing so, constructs a user to user network
where the edges reflect the cross-platform behavior of interest.
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By using multiple approaches, we can find users based
on behaviors that might have different levels of prevalence
on different platforms. For example, the use of hashtags is
less common on Reddit than Twitter, so approaches using
synchronized actions involving hashtags may have limited use
in identifying coordination involving Reddit users. Similarly,
while users on Twitter and Facebook often have an interest in
using recognizable usernames and display names, anonymity
is a central feature of Reddit. Consequently, identifying users
across platforms based on similar names may be less effective
in this case.

In addition to the shared name and synchronized action
approaches, we leverage the URL-posting behaviors of users
across the different platforms to identify users who repeatedly
introduce the same content to their respective social networks.
Additionally, while some of these approaches aim to find the
same individual or organization across platforms, others only
attempt to identify users acting in multi-platform ways, such as
repeatedly cross-posting content from one platform to another
(see Table I). These types of one-way relationships can be
beneficial for understanding how content may be intentionally
spread to new platforms and therefore is of interest to us. Be-
low, we introduce the five user pair identification approaches.

1) Same Name Users: As discussed earlier, an established
and intuitive approach for identifying users across platforms
relies on quantifying the similarity between usernames or
display names across platforms. Prior studies have shown
that people tend to reuse the same main username across
platforms [17], [18]. It is also common to use slight variations
of their usernames or display names.

To consider the users that share similar names across
platforms, we identify pairs of users on different platforms that
both posted the same URLs and had a Levenshtein distance of
≤ 1 between their usernames or display names. In other words,
these are users who posted the same content on different
platforms and have very similar names associated with their
accounts. We use Levenshtein distance, which measures the
minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions
needed to transform one string into another, and disregard
any comparisons involving names less than three characters
long [33].

Additionally, to account for slight variations in their names
across platforms, we calculate the distance of both the users’
original usernames and display names, as well as tokenized
and standardized versions of their usernames and display
names. To standardize the names, we first split the names
on commas, underscores, and periods and then recombine
the tokens alphabetically. If the smallest Levenshtein distance
from the four comparisons is ≤ 1, and the users posted
the same URLs, then we conclude that the pair of cross-
platform accounts likely represented the same individual or
organization. The identified pair of cross-platform users are
then added to the same name users network if they were not
previously, and an edge is added between the two identified
users.

By identifying users who exhibited both name matching

and shared URL posting behaviors, this approach leverages
prior findings that combining user attributes with posting
activities can lead to more accurate and robust results [22],
[23]. Throughout the remainder of the paper, users identified
through this method, and the resulting user to user network,
will be referred to as “same name users” and the “same name
users network,” respectively.

2) Bidirectional Introducers: Similar to the same name
users, this approach aims to find pairs of cross-platform users
that are the same individual or organization across different
platforms. To do so, it relies on user posting behaviors. More
specifically, it focuses on the users that introduce new URLs
to their respective platforms.

To be considered an “introducer,” the user must be the first
user in the dataset to post a given URL on their respective
platform. From this set of introducers, we identify pairs
of cross-platform users who introduced the same URLs as
each other multiple times. We then consider the temporal
order in which the users of the identified cross-platform pairs
introduced each of the URLs. We filter out any relationships in
which one user always introduced the URLs before the other.
This bidirectional condition is made more robust by requiring
each user in the relationship to have introduced URLs before
the other user multiple times (see Fig. 1). If these conditions
are satisfied, the cross-platform pair of users is added to the
bidirectional introducers’ user to user network, and the weight
of the edge connecting them is equivalent to the number of
shared URLs they introduced.

This bidirectional condition is enforced as it helps filter out
bot-like or unidirectional cases, where one user just repeatedly
posts what someone from a different platform posts. The
resulting “bidirectional introducers” consist of users who intro-
duced the same content to their respective platforms multiple
times in both orders. The intuition behind this approach can
be understood through the perspective of news organizations
who may write articles and, soon after publishing, post their
articles’ URLs on their social media accounts across different
platforms. However, this type of behavior is not limited
to news organizations. One such example is the anti-White
Helmets campaign mentioned earlier. The group would create
YouTube videos and then post tweets containing URLs linking
to the videos, thereby introducing the YouTube content to their
Twitter networks through the URLs [14].

The bidirectional condition helps ensure that the identified
user pairs are, in fact, the same individual or organization
across platforms, thus limiting the chance of having false
positives. However, such entities may always introduce content
on one platform before the other, whether through automated
systems or intentional policies. Due to this, the number of
identified bidirectional introducers acts as a lower bound for
the full set of users intentionally spreading the same content
across multiple platforms. This is part of the motivation for
the next approach in our analysis.

3) Repeat Introducers: Using the same concept of intro-
ducers as described in the previous approach, this “repeat
introducers” approach relaxes the bidirectional condition. This
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TABLE I. USE CASES OF USER IDENTIFICATION APPROACHES.

Type of Users Relevant
Attributes/Behaviors

Types of
Relationships Example

Same Name
Users

Have similar
usernames and/or
display names and

posted the same
URLs

Same individual
or organization
across multiple

platforms

Bidirectional
Introducers

Introduced the same
URLs to their

respective platforms
with each user

posting before the
other in multiple

instances

Same individual
or organization
across multiple

platforms

Repeat
Introducers

Introduced the same
URLs to their

respective platforms
multiple times

Users across
platforms that

are interested in
introducing the
same content to
their networks

including in both
bot-like and

2-way
relationships

Synchronized
Users

Made multiple posts
containing the same

URLs and
hashtags/filter terms
within 5 minutes of

each other

Users across
platforms who

may be
coordinating to
post the same
URLs and use

similar lan-
guage/messaging

Cross-
Platform
Linkers

Repeatedly linked to
posts made by a
specific user on a
different platform

Users who want
to promote or

boost the social
media content of

a user from a
different
platform

Legend
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Fig. 1. Example of the bidirectional property of the bidirectional introducers.
Here, the Facebook account NewsChannel 8 - Tulsa introduced a URL
on Facebook on Nov. 8 before the Twitter account NewsChannel8|KTUL
introduced it on Twitter. Then, on Nov. 9, the Twitter account introduced a
different URL before the Facebook account. This behavior would need to
occur in both directions multiple times in order for the pair of users to be
classified as bidirectional introducers, while only one direction is required for
them to be repeat introducers.

approach only requires the identified users to have repeatedly
introduced the same URLs to their respective platforms, re-
gardless of the order in which they introduced the content.
Similar to the bidirectional introducers approach, the require-
ment to have repeatedly introduced the same content helps
filter out relationships that may have occurred by chance.

Broadening our scope compared to the bidirectional intro-
ducers, this approach allows us to also identify users who may
have engaged in bot-like cross-platform spreading processes,
as well as those who may use automation services or follow
posting policies which result in posts consistently appearing
on one platform before another. Rather than aiming to identify
pairs of cross-platform accounts that are run by the same
organization or individual, this approach attempts to identify a
wider set of users who are involved in multi-platform content
spreading.

4) Synchronized Users: Rather than focusing only on users
who introduced the same content, this approach considers
users who just posted the same content regardless of whether
it had already been posted on the given platforms. However,
to filter out relationships that are likely to occur out of
coincidence from users posting popular URLs, this approach
also requires that the users included the same hashtags or key
terms within their posts. In doing so, this approach draws on
the synchronized action framework proposed for identifying
potentially coordinated groups of users [27].

To implement this type of coordinated user detection, we

consider pairs of users from different platforms who repeatedly
posted the same URLs and hashtags within a 5-minute window
of each other. More specifically, the identified users must have
made posts within 5 minutes of each other that include both
the same URL and the same hashtags or filter terms, and
they must have done this multiple times. If this is the case,
then the cross-platform user pair is added to the synchronized
users network, and an edge is added between the users with
a weight equivalent to the number of posts the coordination
was detected.

5) Cross-Platform Linkers: Unlike the previous four ap-
proaches that rely on shared URL-posting behaviors, this
approach uses direct linking between the cross-platform users.
The “cross-platform linkers” are identified by building a
directed network of cross-platform user pairs who repeatedly
linked to social media posts made on different platforms by
the same user. Therefore, these users repeatedly make posts on
their platform that link to a different platform user’s content.

Similar to the cross-platform user pairs returned by the
repeat introducers approach, we expect that the pairs returned
by this approach will involve both one-way and two-way
relationships. For example, if there is a user, u1, on platform
A who follows someone, u2, on platform B and repeatedly
makes posts on platform A that contain links to u2’s posts
on platform B, then u1 and u2 would be returned as a cross-
platform user pair by this approach. However, this would not
indicate that u1 and u2 were the same person or organization,
but instead that there was a cross-platform content spreading
relationship between the two users. Furthermore, we expect
that popular users with larger audiences are more likely to be
included in the pairs identified by this approach since their
posts are more likely to be cross-posted to other platforms.

An important note about these five approaches for iden-
tifying cross-platform pairs of users is that they do not
yield mutually exclusive sets of user pairs. Instead, they
identify users who appear to intentionally spread information
to new platforms or be working together to spread information
over multiple platforms simultaneously. Furthermore, multi-
platform user pairs that fall under multiple approaches may
be more likely to be users acting intentionally to spread
information over multiple platforms.

B. Validation through Null Models

A significant challenge in evaluating the success of the five
approaches above for identifying users with cross-platform
behaviors is the lack of ground truth to validate the observed
results. Additionally, three of the approaches rely solely on
shared posting behaviors to identify users, meaning they may
identify users based on coincidences in posting orders and the
temporal nature of URL content.

To evaluate how the number of users and relationships
identified by the bidirectional introducers, repeat introducers,
and synchronized users approaches compares to those we may
expect to arise from chance alone, we perform a null model
analysis. Drawing on null model theories used for hypothesis
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testing in the context of social networks, we perform pre-
network data resampling to generate our random values for
each approach [34], [35].

Three different null models are constructed, with increasing
levels of similarity to our observed dataset, yet they all aim
to preserve the temporal characteristics of URLs and content
creation. For this reason, the post timing and content used
in the models remain consistent with our collected dataset.
However, the authors of the posts are randomly assigned.
Once the assignment process is complete, we can identify the
bidirectional introducers, repeat introducers, and synchronized
users in the randomized datasets. This then allows us to
measure the number of such users and relationships we may
expect to occur if the users had posted independently from
each other across the platforms and the approaches only
identified relationships that arose by chance.

1) Uniform Null Model: The first null model we construct
is the simplest. It assumes that all users from a given platform
in our dataset are equally likely to have made a post. The
following process is performed to simulate this situation and
produce the associated random values:

1) An empty pool of users is created for each platform.
2) We loop through every URL-containing post in the orig-

inal dataset and add the post’s author to the user pool
associated with the post’s platform if the author is not
already in the user pool.

3) The resampling is performed by looping through each
post in the original dataset, noting the platform the post
was made on, and assigning a new author to the post by
selecting uniformly at random (with replacement) a user
from the respective platform’s user pool.

4) The bidirectional introducers, repeat introducers, and syn-
chronized users are identified in the randomized dataset.

5) The number of nodes (users) and edges (cross-platform
user pairs) identified by each approach are recorded.

Steps 3-5 in the above process are repeated 1,000 times to
produce a null model distribution to compare with our ob-
served numbers of users and cross-platform user pairs. While
simple, this null model allows us to simulate the situation in
which the users of a given platform are equally likely to have
been the author of a given post and act independently across
the platforms. Consequently, we can measure how likely it
would be to identify the number of cross-platform user pairs
we observed in the real-world dataset in this setting where no
actual cross-platform activity exists.

2) Proportional Null Model: Rather than assuming that all
users are equally likely to be the author of a given post,
the proportional null model considers the number of posts
made by each user in the dataset. In effect, the users are
assigned randomly to posts with probabilities proportional to
the number of times they made posts in the observed dataset.
To implement this model, we use a similar process as the
uniform null model:

1) An empty pool of users is created for each platform.
2) Users are added to the pools such that a user i is added

ni times to the pool of the platform it is a member of,

where ni is the number of URL-containing posts that user
i posted.

3) The resampling is performed by looping through each
post in the original dataset, noting the platform the
post was made on, and assigning it a new author by
randomly selecting, with replacement, a user from the
pool associated with the post’s platform.

4) The bidirectional introducers, repeat introducers, and syn-
chronized users are identified in the randomized dataset.

5) The number of nodes (users) and edges (cross-platform
user pairs) identified by each approach are recorded.

Again, steps 3-5 are repeated 1,000 times to collect the
null model distribution. By resampling the post authors with
probabilities proportional to the number of posts made by each
user, this method allows us to preserve the activity levels of
each user and simulate the setting where some users are more
likely than others to make posts. However, this process still
results in a dataset in which the authors of the posts have
been randomized, and the users’ assignment to specific URLs
is independent across the platforms.

3) Introducers Proportional Null Model: Taking the pro-
portional model one step further, we now distinguish between
cases where users introduced the URLs and where they posted
a URL that had already appeared in the dataset. To do this,
we use the following procedure:

1) Create two sets of empty user pools for each platform,
one for URL-introducing posts (i.e., “introducers user
pool”) and the other for non-introducing URL posts (i.e.,
“non-introducers user pool”).

2) For each URL-containing post in the dataset, we deter-
mine if it is the first time the URL appeared in our dataset
on the given platform. If it is the first time, we add the
post’s author to the platform’s introducers user pool. If
it is not, we add the post’s author to the platform’s non-
introducers user pool. Similar to the user pool created for
the proportional null model, the number of times a user
is in a respective pool is proportional to the number of
times they made posts introducing a URL or the number
of times they made a post containing a URL that had
already been introduced.

3) The resampling is performed by looping through each
post in the original dataset and noting the platform the
post was made on and whether it contained a URL
that had not appeared on the platform before. If it
contained the first instance of the URL, a user was
randomly selected, with replacement, from the platform’s
introducers user pool and assigned to be the author of the
post. Otherwise, a user was randomly selected from the
platform’s non-introducers user pool and assigned to the
post.

4) The bidirectional introducers, repeat introducers, and syn-
chronized users are identified in the randomized dataset.

5) The number of nodes (users) and edges (cross-platform
user pairs) identified by each approach are recorded.

Similar to the other two models, steps 3-5 are repeated 1,000
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times to get the null model distribution which we compare to
our observed number of users and user pairs. By separating
out instances where URLs were first posted and the users who
introduced the content, this model reflects the setting where
introducers are unique from other users and are more likely
to introduce content than users who never introduced content
in our dataset.

We anticipate that out of the three null models, this model’s
results will be the closest to the observed values. Yet, due
to the independence that this model maintains between the
assignment of users across different platforms, it allows us
to determine if the observed values are significant compared
to what would be expected to happen by chance under this
setting.

C. Validation through Network Component Analysis

Two of the approaches for identifying potential cross-
platform spreaders aim to find relationships between users
who are the same individual or organization across multiple
platforms. Due to this, we would expect that the resulting same
name users network and bidirectional introducers network
would be primarily composed of many small components.
While some organizations operate a few different pages on
a given platform (e.g., for different offices or sectors of their
business), finding large components in the resulting networks
would suggest that the same name users and bidirectional
introducers approaches were not successful in only identifying
individual organizations or entities.

Therefore, for both the same name users network and the
bidirectional introducers network, we plot the size distribution
of the components in each network and evaluate the presence
of small components. Furthermore, we perform this analysis
on the networks produced by the other three approaches to
provide additional context to our findings and compare the
size distributions across all five approaches.

Since the same name users and bidirectional introducers
approaches aim to find the same type of user relationships,
we also plot the size distribution of the intersection of their
networks. We hypothesize that cross-platform user pairs iden-
tified by both approaches will be more likely to be the same
individual or organization, and therefore we will find a higher
percentage of dyads and triads in the intersection network.
This analysis of the distribution of component sizes in each
network allows us to study whether the structures of the cross-
platform user networks align with the types of relationships
we expect them to return.

D. Overlaps of User Nodesets and Cross-Platform Pairs

After considering the structure of the user networks, we
measure the overlap between the edges (i.e., cross-platform
user relationships) identified in each approach. We do this for
two reasons. First, if any of the approaches return extremely
similar edge sets, we may be able to conclude that such
approaches are redundant and that only one of them needs
to be considered. Second, the same name user network can
provide validation and context to the other user networks. For

example, a large proportion of the bidirectional introducers
sharing similar names would help indicate that the cross-
platform user pairs returned by this approach are, in fact, the
same entities across platforms.

We perform this overlap analysis by finding the percentage
of edges from each approach that appears in the other ap-
proaches’ user networks. Since the approaches return networks
with potentially different node sets and sizes, this metric
allows us to gauge whether the networks returned subsets of
each other. For instance, we know this to be the case between
the bidirectional introducers and repeat introducers, as the
bidirectional introducers must fulfill the repeat requirement of
the repeat introducers.

E. Data Collection

With the approaches for identifying cross-platform user
pairs and the strategies for validating the results outlined, we
now describe the dataset collected to explore these approaches
through a case study. Since understanding the cross-platform
ways in which information spread regarding election fraud
and protests during the 2020 U.S. election could be helpful
for limiting such spread in the future, we collected posts
made regarding those topics on Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and
Instagram between Oct. 1, 2020, and Jan. 19, 2021.

1) Collection Process: We first compiled a list of hashtags
and phrases pertaining to election fraud and election-related
protests (see Table II). We included both the hashtags and the
space-separated phrase versions of them in our data collection
because hashtags are less prevalent on Reddit than on the other
platforms. Additionally, since we are not focused on analyzing
how these hashtags were discussed but on using them as a
means to collect posts that potentially contain multi-platform
URLs, using both the hashtags and phrases allows us to collect
a larger set of posts across all four platforms.

TABLE II. DATA FILTER TERMS

Election Fraud Election Protests
corrupt election do not certify
dead voters maga civil war
deceased voters march for trump
dominion voting systems march to save america
election fraud million maga march
election integrity saveamerica
fake election save america rally
fake votes stop the fraud
fraudulent election stop the steal
legal votes only wild protest
legitimate votes only
massive corruption
rigged election
stolen election
voter fraud

Both space-separated and hashtag forms of the filter terms
(e.g., “corrupt election” and “corruptelection”) were used to
collect the data.

The election fraud-related filter terms include both general
mentions of fraud and fake votes, as well as phrases relating to
more specific narratives such as “Dominion Voting Systems”
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and “dead voters.” While the election protest filter terms are
related, they focus more on calls to action, such as “do not
certify,” and references to marches and rallies. Since our work
focuses on discussions about fraud and protests, we do not
presume to know the accuracy or credibility of the posts
containing the filter terms, just that they were related to fraud
claims or protests.

We collected social media posts made between Oct. 1, 2020
and Jan. 19, 2021 that contained case-insensitive versions of
the filter terms. The time range includes two months of pre-
election discussions before the Nov. 3, 2020 election. It also
contains posts made following the election as major fraud
narratives developed and protests occurred, including the Jan.
6 Capitol attack.

Tweets were gathered using Twitter’s full-archive search and
included public posts that were not deleted or removed before
the data was collected in Mar. 2021. Facebook posts were
collected using CrowdTangle and come from public Facebook
groups with more than 95K members (or US-based groups
with more than 2K members), pages with more than 50K likes,
and verified profiles and pages with at least 100K followers.
Also collected through CrowdTangle, the Instagram posts
come from public accounts with more than 50K followers and
verified accounts. Reddit posts and comments were collected
using the Pushshift API and include posts and comments made
in public subreddits.

Overall, over 23M tweets, 726K Facebook posts, 23K Insta-
gram posts, and 262K Reddit posts and comments containing
the filter terms in their titles, text, or URLs were collected.

2) URL Standardization and Selection: From these posts,
we collected and cleaned the URLs found within them so that
URLs linking to the same content, despite being shortened or
having slightly different formats, mapped to the same repre-
sentative URL. This involved first standardizing the URLs’
prefixes and then using SMaPP’s urlExpander tool [36] to
identify shortened ones and expand them when possible. From
this set of standardized URLs, we extracted two sets of URLs:
multi-platform URLs and cross-platform linking URLs (see
Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Process to collect the post data, extract URL postings, and filter for
multi-platform and cross-platform linking URLs.

The multi-platform URLs are URLs that were posted to
multiple platforms in our dataset and contained the filter terms

within the URLs themselves. To identify these URLs, we
first removed the query parameters at the end of the URLs,
excluding those linking to YouTube, similar to prior work [33].
We then filtered for only the URLs that contained the filter
terms within the URL itself. This requirement of the filter
terms appearing in the URLs helped us focus on the URLs
that were more likely to be related to the topics of fraud and
protests. It also meant that our collected data was more likely
to contain all of the instances in which the URLs were posted,
assuming we had access to the posts. This is particularly
important for our user pair identification approaches which
rely on finding the introducers of URLs.

The final set of multi-platform URLs and their associated
social media posts contained approximately 19.8K URLs and
2.6M posts. Out of the four platforms, the Twitter dataset
contained the most posts and consequently the largest number
of posts involving the multi-platform URLs (see Table III).
Additionally, over 90% of the multi-platform URLs appeared
on Twitter and Facebook, while approximately 28% appeared
on Reddit. Less than 1% appeared on Instagram. This was
expected since URLs are harder to post on Instagram and,
therefore, less prevalent across the platform.

TABLE III. BREAKDOWN OF UNIQUE MULTI-PLATFORM URLS, POSTINGS
OF THOSE URLS, AND USERS WHO POSTED THEM FROM EACH PLATFORM.

Number of
Unique URLs

Number of
Postings

Number of
Users

Twitter 19,661 2,490,056 674,594
Facebook 18,277 111,703 23,830

Reddit 5,454 22,178 8,852
Instagram 86 129 81

The second type of URL, cross-platform linking URLs, are
URLs that linked to social media platforms other than the
one that they were posted on, e.g., a URL in a Reddit post
that linked to a tweet. As we are interested in studying social
media users who repeatedly linked to content posted by a
specific user on a different platform, we only consider URLs
that linked to one of our platforms of focus. Overall, there
were 25.7K cross-platform linking URLs posted in 72K social
media posts (see Fig. 3).

Out of the two collected datasets, the multi-platform URL
dataset was used to identify the same name users, bidirectional
introducers, repeat introducers, and synchronized users, as
those relationships all rely on URL content that was posted
on multiple platforms. On the other hand, the cross-platform
post linkers were found using the cross-platform linking URL
dataset.

F. Content Classifications

While the cross-platform URLs clearly linked to social
media websites, we wanted to explore other types of content
linked to by the identified user pairs. This information could
give us insight into the types of users or organizations iden-
tified by the different approaches. Therefore, the most-posted
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Fig. 3. Number of social media posts on each platform that contained URLs
linking to one of the three other social media platforms. This shows that
Twitter was the most linked to platform, with the strongest linking relationship
occurring between Facebook and Twitter. Reddit was linked to the least but
had a significant amount of linking to Twitter.

website domains from the multi-platform URLs were classified
into one of the following categories:

1) News: Recognized and reputable news organizations,
including international, national, and local outlets, e.g.,
nytimes.com.

2) Political opinion: Political blogs and news commentary
websites, including news-focused websites with strong
partisan perspectives, e.g., bongino.com.

3) Entertainment/culture: News organizations with a focus
on culture or entertainment or tabloid journalism outlets,
e.g., tmz.com.

4) Social media: Social media websites that connect users
and provide platforms for sharing information, e.g.,
youtube.com.

5) Political: Websites created to support a particular po-
litical candidate or advocate for political interests, e.g.,
donaldjtrump.com.

6) Investigative/government: Websites run by the govern-
ment, academic institutions, or investigative organiza-
tions, e.g., cisa.gov.

7) Political Satire: Outlets dedicated to political satire that
publicly disclose their satirical nature, e.g., babylon-
bee.com.

8) Other: Websites that do not fall into any of the above
categories.

To determine which domains to classify, we first calculated
the number of times each domain was posted in the full multi-
platform dataset. We then manually classified the domains,
one by one, in order of decreasing popularity until at least
90% of the URL postings had an associated classification. At
that point, we wanted to ensure that a reasonable amount of
the content posted by the identified user pairs was classified.
To that end, we ranked the remaining unclassified domains
in terms of the number of times they were posted by the
identified users. We proceeded to classify additional domains
from this list in order of decreasing popularity until at least

85% of the URLs posted by the identified user pairs were
classified. In total, 1,161 website domains were assigned
content classifications.

This classification process was intended to provide a rough
approximation of the types of content linked to by the multi-
platform URLs and the identified cross-platform user pairs.
Therefore, only a single coder classified the domains, and
consequently, the labels have limited reliability. In the future,
additional coders could perform the classification process, and
reliability tests could validate the associated results. However,
given that these classifications are only used to generally
characterize the types of content linked to by multi-platform
URLs and that there are over 1K website domains classified,
we accept the limitations of this approach for this work.

G. Bias and Credibility Classifications

To further classify the multi-platform URLs according to the
political bias and credibility of the websites they linked to and
characterize the bias and credibility of the identified user pairs,
we used Media Bias/Fact Check (MBFC) website’s bias and
factual reporting ratings [37]. MBFC is an independent website
that provides bias and credibility ratings on hundreds of media
sources and organizations. In particular, MBFC’s dataset is
valuable as it allows us to separate bias from factual accuracy
and analyze both the spread of highly biased news and that
of low factual accuracy. MBFC’s ratings have been employed
in previous studies, including ones regarding news sharing in
online communities [38], media bias detection [39], and the
spread of COVID-19 misinformation [40].

Approximately 62% of the multi-platform URLs in our final
dataset linked to websites classified by MBFC. This meant
we could label these URLs based on the bias and factual
ratings of the websites they linked to, while URLs linking
to unclassified websites were left unassigned. The resulting
bias categories that appeared in the dataset were: Left, Left-
Center, Center, Right-Center, Right, and Far Right. Although
the MBFC dataset includes Far Left-classified sources, they
did not appear within the multi-platform URL dataset. The
fact ratings in the dataset were: Very High, High, Mostly
Factual, Mixed, and Low. Since MBFC also provides lists
of Questionable and Conspiracy/Pseudoscience websites, we
labeled URLs linking to those sources as questionable or
conspiracy/pseudoscience-related.

1) User Bias and Factual Information Scores: Using the
now-labeled URLs, users could be assigned average bias
scores based on the bias of the content they posted. To quantify
the political bias of each user, we first took the MBFC-
classified URLs that a given user posted and mapped the
URLs’ bias labels to numerical values. We used the same
mapping as defined by Weld et al. [38], where negative values
indicate left-leaning biases, and positive values indicate right-
leaning biases (see Fig. 4). Once the bias labels were mapped
to bias values for the given user, we took the simple average
of these values to get the user’s average bias score.

We also assigned the users factual information scores ac-
cording to the factual ratings of the content they posted.
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Fig. 4. Mapping of bias labels to bias values.

This involved a similar process of taking the MBFC-classified
URLs a given user posted and mapping their factual ratings
to factual values. For this mapping, negative values indicate
weaker factual ratings, and positive values indicate stronger
factual ratings (see Fig. 5). Of note, URLs linking to Ques-
tionable or Conspiracy/Pseudoscience sources were given the
lowest factual values, along with those linking to Low-rated
websites. Once the factual values were collected for the user,
we again calculated the simple average to get the user’s factual
information score.

−2 −1 0 1 2

Low

Conspiracy/
Pseudoscience

Questionable Mixed Mostly Factual High Very High

Fig. 5. Mapping of factual rating labels to factual rating values.

From these scores, we compare the identified user pairs’
distributions of political bias and factual ratings. This allows
us to determine if the different cross-platform user identifi-
cation approaches identify user pairs with different content
preferences.

H. Content Performance Measures

Finally, to compare how content introduced or posted by
the identified cross-platform user pairs performed relative to
each other, we used the following URL propagation metrics:
number of posts, posting life span, posting speed, and number
of lives. Together these metrics help us understand how much
the URLs were posted, how long they remained active on the
platforms, and how quickly they spread.

a) Number of Posts: The number of posts is simply the
number of times each URL was posted in the dataset.

b) Posting Life Span: The posting life span is the total
time, in days, between the first and last time a given URL was
posted in our dataset.

c) Posting Speed: The posting speed, which is a modified
version of the retweet propagation speed defined by Shahi et
al. [41], is measured as the total number of times a URL was
posted divided by its total life span in hours. It provides the
average number of times a given URL was posted per hour
during its life span. If a URL was only posted once, it is
assigned a posting speed of zero.

d) Number of Lives: The number of lives of a URL is
defined as the number of active posting periods it has. An
active posting period is any time interval when a URL is posted
without a break longer than 24 hours. Once a 24-hour break

in a posted URL occurs, the next time the URL is posted, a
new life begins, and the number of lives of the URL increases
by one.

Not only are these metrics used to quantify the performance
of URLs posted by the identified user pairs, but they are also
used to compare the performance of their content to the rest
of the multi-platform URLs in the dataset. This helps us to
evaluate whether the user pairs tended to be involved in the
spread of high performing, well-posted content, or rather if
they appeared to share less popular and fewer re-posted URLs.
Note that while URLs collected at the beginning and end of
our data collection period may not be fully represented in the
dataset and therefore have inaccurate metric values, this impact
is minimized by the fact that they make up a relatively small
percentage of the full dataset. Only 5% of the posts collected
occurred in the first or last week of the data collection period.
Additionally, the metrics are only used in a comparative sense
between content posted by the users in each approach, rather
than to accurately describe the multi-platform content diffusion
itself.

IV. RESULTS

A. Identified Potential Cross-Platform Relationships

We present the results from the five cross-platform user pair
identification approaches outlined in Section III-A in Table IV.
The cross-platform linkers approach produced the most user
pairs, more than double returned by any other approach.
Meanwhile, the bidirectional introducers approach identified
only 225 cross-platform user pairs, and the synchronized users
approach returned 59.

It is not surprising that the cross-platform linkers approach
returned the largest number of cross-platform relationships.
As discussed previously, we expected this approach to return
user pairs involving popular and well-followed accounts whose
content was more likely to be shared by others, including on
alternative platforms from where they were originally posted.
Additionally, this approach does not aim to identify only 2-
way or bidirectional relationships.

Conversely, since the bidirectional introducers approach is
constrained to identifying 2-way relationships in which the
users involved are the same entity across multiple platforms,
we would expect it to produce fewer user pairs. As expected, it
only returned 225 user pairs, significantly less than the 2,816
pairs returned by the same name users approach. This suggests
that the bidirectional introduction of content across different
platforms may be a less common behavior exhibited by these
types of users, as opposed to using similar names across
platforms. By examining the overlap in users returned by each
approach, we can further evaluate whether the bidirectional
introducers approach primarily identifies a subset of the same
name users or produces additional user pairs. This overlap
analysis is discussed in Section IV-B3.

There were also differences in the number of unique URLs
posted by the user pairs identified through each approach.
Notably, the bidirectional introducer user pairs introduced an
average of 9.2 URLs per pair, while the repeat introducers
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TABLE IV. BREAKDOWN OF USERS AND USER PAIRS IDENTIFIED BY EACH APPROACH.

Type of Users Twitter
Users

Facebook
Users Reddit Users Instagram

Users
Total # of

Users
# of User

Pairs
# of URLs
Involved

Same Name
Users 2,682 2,512 85 32 5,311 2,816 6,649

Bidirectional
Introducers 201 204 12 0 417 225 2,081

Repeat
Introducers 1,342 1,273 113 6 2,738 1,807 7,218

Synchronized
Users 50 38 4 5 97 59 365

Cross-Platform
Linkers 3,307 2,967 960 187 7,421 7,656 6,638

introduced an average of 4 URLs per pair. This means that
the repeat introducer pairs who also exhibited the bidirectional
behavior were more prolific in introducing new content to their
respective platforms. Also, further suggesting that the cross-
platform linkers were linking to popular accounts, we find that
there was only an average of 0.9 unique URLs per user pair.
This was the lowest out of all of the approaches, meaning
there was more overlap in the content posted by these user
pairs than the rest.

Finally, the breakdown of the platforms that the identified
users belonged to illustrates how some of the approaches
may be more successful on certain platforms. For example,
only 3% of the same name user pairs involved a user from
Reddit, whereas 12.5% of the cross-platform linking user
pairs involved a Reddit user. This is consistent with the fact
that anonymity is a prominent feature of Reddit, and we
found that tweets would commonly be cross-posted on Reddit.
Additionally, the lack of Instagram users present in user pairs
from approaches involving repeated postings of URLs makes
sense since URLs are not commonly posted on the platform.

B. Validation of the Identified User Relationships

Having applied the five approaches to the real-world dataset
and found that all of them produced cross-platform user pairs,
we now present the results of the null model analysis, the
network component distribution plots, and the overlaps of the
user networks to validate the relationships identified.

1) Null Model Analysis: We perform the null model anal-
ysis to measure the significance of the cross-platform user
pairs identified against those we might expect from chance
alone. For this analysis, we relied on the direct approach of
determining significance with null models [34], [42]. With this
approach, we derived a p value directly from each of the null
model distributions, as the proportion of the model’s random
trials that produced more user pairs than our observed numbers
from the social media data. We find that, for all three null
models described earlier, the number of bidirectional intro-
ducers, repeat introducers, and synchronized users identified
in the real-world dataset was significant compared to the null
models’ distributions, all with p values less than 0.01.

With the uniform null model, under which each URL-
posting user on a given platform was equally likely to make

one of that platform’s posts, no bidirectional introducer user
pairs were identified across all of the 1,000 simulation runs.
Across the repeat introducers simulations, a maximum of 1
cross-platform relationship was ever identified in a single run.
The synchronized users were the most prevalent in this null
model, with a maximum of 16 users and 14 edges being
identified in a single run. However, this was still less than
the 97 synchronized users found in the election dataset, and
the average across the simulations was 0.4 synchronized users
and 0.3 relationships.

Considering the proportional null model, which accounted
for each user’s URL posting activity levels on their respec-
tive platform, we again find that the observed values are
significant. Across the 1,000 simulation runs, we found a
maximum of only 1 bidirectional introducer relationship and
18 repeat introducer relationships (see Table V). Given that
225 bidirectional introducer relationships and 1,807 repeat
introducer relationships were identified in the real-world data,
the maximum values of the null model distribution remain
significantly lower than the real-world findings.

For the synchronized users, the maximum number of syn-
chronized users and relationships across the simulations re-
mains close to the uniform null model, with 17 users and 14
relationships being the largest values found across the runs
(see Table V). Again, these remain smaller than the observed
values from the election dataset.

TABLE V. PROPORTIONAL MODEL SIMULATIONS.

Bidirectional
Introducers

Repeat
Introducers

Synchronized
Users

Users Pairs Users Pairs Users Pairs
Avg 0 0 12.3 7.9 3.0 2.0
Max 2 1 28 18 17 14

Observed 417 225 2,738 1,807 97 59

Finally, we compare the observed values to the distributions
produced by the proportional introducers null model, which
considers cases where URLs were introduced to each platform
separately from the rest. It consequently preserves the intro-
ducing activity levels of the users on each platform during the
author reassignment process.
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As this model had the least abstraction from the collected
dataset, it makes sense that it produced results closest to
the observed values. However, the maximum values across
the 1,000 runs of this model still remained significantly less
than the observed ones, providing p values less than 0.01.
The maximum number of bidirectional introducers found
during a single run was 10, and the maximum number of
relationships was 8, far less than the 417 and 225 found in
the election dataset (see Table VI). For the repeat introducers,
the maximum values across the simulation runs were 153 users
and 160 relationships, whereas the observed values from the
election data were 2,738 and 1,807, respectively. Similarly, for
the synchronized users, the maximum values were 13 users
and 11 relationships, while the real-world dataset contained
97 synchronized users and 59 relationships between them.

TABLE VI. PROPORTIONAL INTRODUCERS MODEL SIMULATIONS.

Bidirectional
Introducers

Repeat
Introducers

Synchronized
Users

Users Pairs Users Pairs Users Pairs
Avg 3.8 2.5 119.1 119.4 2.2 1.4
Max 10 8 153 160 13 11

Observed 417 225 2,738 1,807 97 59

These differences between the simulation results with the
null models and the observed values from the dataset suggest
that the social media users in our dataset were not oper-
ating independently across the platforms. This aligns with
our expectations since news organizations, political figures,
and similar entities often operate accounts across platforms.
While our evaluation of the effectiveness of our approaches
for identifying cross-platform user behaviors is limited by the
fact that we do not have ground truth regarding user identities
across the platforms, these results indicate that the approaches
do not simply identify patterns arising from chance alone.

2) Networks Component Size Distributions: The secondary
analysis we perform to evaluate the results of the user pair
identification approaches involves considering the sizes of the
components returned by each approach. In particular, we are
interested in whether the same name users and bidirectional
introducers networks are mostly composed of dyads and triads.
This is because these approaches aim to find the same type of
user relationships, namely the same individual or organization
across platforms. Since we expect most individuals and organi-
zations to have a limited number of accounts across platforms,
these approaches should produce networks mainly composed
of small components.

For both the same name users network and the bidirectional
introducers network, most of the users in the networks belong
to dyads. In fact, about 91% of users in the same name
users network belong to dyads, and 4% belong to triads (see
Fig. 6). Similarly, 89% of users in the bidirectional introducers
network are a part of dyads, and 2% are part of triads.
Considering slightly larger components, we find that almost all
of the users, 98% of same name users and 97% of bidirectional

introducers, are in components of size 10 or smaller. While
these results do not guarantee that the individuals identified
by either approach are the same users across platforms, the
absence of large components in these networks concurs with
our expectations.

Fig. 6. Cumulative percentage of nodes in each network that belong to
components less than or equal to the given sizes. We see that the same name
users and bidirectional introducers networks had more than 90% of users in
components of size ≤ 3. Unlike the other networks, the repeat introducers
and cross-platform linkers networks had components of sizes ≥ 100 nodes
which result in their cumulative percentages remaining below 100% in this
plot, which is cut off at components of size 19 users.

As expected, the repeat introducers, synchronized users, and
cross-platform linkers networks have a lower percentage of
users in small components than the other two approaches. Only
78% of the repeat introducers, 74% of the synchronized users,
and 27% of the cross-platform linkers belong to components of
size 3 or smaller. Of note, the size of the largest component
was 442 users in the repeat introducers network and 4,645
in the cross-platform linkers network. Since these approaches
intended to find cross-platform user relationships that included
bots and one-way cross-platform behaviors, it makes sense
that such components would arise in the resulting networks.
As discussed, popular users on individual platforms are more
likely to be linked to or have their content cross-posted to new
platforms by many different users and, therefore, could cause
large components to form. Similarly, bots on platforms like
Reddit may track multiple users on other platforms and cross-
post their content to Reddit, further increasing the likelihood
of large components appearing in these networks.

As described earlier, we are also interested in the structure
of the intersection of the same name users and bidirectional
introducers networks. Since they aim to identify the same type
of users, it makes sense that cross-platform pairs of users
identified by both approaches would be more likely to be the
same individual or organization. In the intersection network,
which only contains cross-platform relationships identified
by both approaches, all users are in components of size 2.
Therefore, by combining approaches, the relationships that had
resulted in components larger than 2 were filtered out, and the
network was decomposed into separate dyads. This supports
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the hypothesis that cross-platform user pairs identified by both
of these approaches may yield a more accurate set of cross-
platform users.

3) Overlaps Across the Identified Cross-Platform Pairs:
Rather than focusing on the structure of the resulting user
networks, we now explore the amount of overlap between
user relationships identified in each approach. To do this, we
consider the percentage of edges (i.e., user pairs) returned
by each approach that were also identified by each of the
other approaches (see Fig. 7). This is because the node sets
(i.e., users) returned by each approach might be different.
By considering the percentage of user relationships in each
network that were also identified by other approaches, we can
get a sense of whether or not the networks returned subsets
of each other.

Fig. 7. Heatmap displaying the percentage of user pairs in the y-axis approach
that are also identified by the x-axis approach. 100% of the user pairs in the
bidirectional introducers network are in the repeat introducers network as they
are guaranteed to fulfill the repeat introducers requirement. The next highest
percentage is 63% of bidirectional introducers also appearing in the same
name users network.

Starting with the same name users, we find that 26% of
the user pairs returned by this approach were also a part of
the repeat introducers network. This makes sense since we
anticipated that most of the accounts that share the same
name are the same entity across platforms and, consequently,
could be interested in introducing the same content across their
accounts. While it may initially be surprising that only 5% of
the same name user pairs also appear within the bidirectional
introducers network, this is primarily because the bidirectional
introducers network is much smaller than the same name users
network. The maximum percentage of same name user pairs
that could have been found in the bidirectional introducers
network is only 8%.

When we flip the comparison to consider the share of
bidirectional introducer pairs that appear in the same name
users network, we find that 63% are in the same name
users network. Since the goal of the bidirectional introducers
approach was to find the same individuals and organizations
across platforms, the fact that most of them shared extremely
similar names provides additional validation of this approach.
It supports the conclusion that the pairs identified are the same

user or individual acting on multiple platforms. Meanwhile,
the fact that it was not a complete overlap suggests that
the bidirectional introducers approach identified additional
accounts that did not share similar names but may still likely
be the same individual or organization. Also, all of the
bidirectional introducer pairs were in the repeat introducers
network since they are repeat introducers who exhibited a
bidirectional relationship in posting order.

Moving on to the repeat introducers user pairs, we find
that 40% of them were also identified by the same name
users approach. This is a smaller percentage than the 63%
of bidirectional introducers who shared similar names and
is consistent with the assumptions about the types of user
relationships identified by the repeat introducers approach,
namely that it contains both links between the same entities
across platforms, as well as one-way relationships such as bot-
like reposting relationships. Additionally, some organizations
or individuals who use similar names over multiple platforms
might always post information in a particular order or use a
post-sharing service, which results in this one-way behavior.

Regarding the synchronized users approach, 31% of the
user pairs in this network were also in the same name users
network, and 29% were in the repeat introducers network.
Since the synchronized users posted the same URLs as each
other, and the number of synchronized users identified in
the dataset was significantly smaller than the rest of the
approaches, it makes sense that they would have some overlap
with the repeat introducers and same name users.

As for the cross-platform linkers, only minimal percentages
of the user pairs identified by this approach appeared within
the other user networks. Even accounting for the large number
of user pairs in the cross-platform linkers network, these find-
ings suggest that the cross-platform linking approach found
different users and relationships than the other approaches.

Together, these findings are consistent with the fact that
the approaches take different behaviors into account and
identify different types of relationships between users. They
also suggest that the different approaches identified unique sets
of users that would not have been found using only a single
approach. For this reason, using a combination of approaches
that identify organizations and individuals acting on multiple
platforms based on different behaviors could be helpful for
finding cross-platform pairs of users engaged in the spread of
multi-platform and cross-platform content. Additionally, the
types of accounts that researchers are interested in analyzing
should impact the multi-platform behaviors considered.

C. Analysis of Content Posted by the Identified User Pairs

Having determined that the different approaches returned
different sets of users and relationships, we now explore the
types of content each set of users posted. This includes both
the content categories of the multi-platform URLs and the bias
and factual ratings of the news content posted by the user pairs
identified by each approach.

1) Content Comparison: In terms of the content that the
user pairs of each group linked to, the same name users,
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TABLE VII. TOP CROSS-PLATFORM USER PAIRS FROM EACH APPROACH BASED ON NUMBER OF SHARED URLS

Same Name Users Bidirectional Introducers Repeat Introducers Synchronized Users Cross-Platform Linkers

Newsweek(T)
Newsweek(F) 208 TruthSeeker (T)

thetruthseeker1(F) 102 TruthSeeker (T)
thetruthseeker1(F) 102

SpeakaboutNews(T)
speakingabout-

news(F)
42

politicalscrap1(T)
politicalscrap-

booknet(F)
129

EpochTimes(T)
epochtimes(F) 200

ConservNewsDly(T)
ConservativeNews-

Dly(F)
67

keichri(T)
speakingabout-

news(F)
96

keichri(T)
speakingabout-

news(F)
21 barnes law(T)

reddit feed bot(R) 97

IndyUSA(T)
IndependentUS(F) 150

OANN(T)
OneAmericaNews-

Network(F)
53

ConservNewsDly(T)
ConservativeNews-

Dly(F)
67

FreedomWireNews(T)
Freedomwire-

newz(F)
16 Thomas1774Paine(T)

reddit feed bot(R) 97

ConservNewsDly(T)
ConservativeNews-

Dly(F)
134 Newsweek(F)

Newsweek(F) 40
RandyMBell(T)

TruthFor-
TheTimes(F)

65 NcsVentures(T)
ncsnewstoday(F) 11 JackPosobiec(T)

reddit feed bot(R) 84

wbradleyjr1(T)
wbradleyjr1(R) 112 realTuckFrumper(T)

hillreporter(F) 28
OANN(T)

OneAmericaNews-
Network(F)

53
PatriotPlanet(T)

PatriotPlanetOffi-
cial(F)

7 TBUNEWS(F)
TBUNEWS(T) 75

(T) indicates Twitter user, (F) indicates Facebook user, and (R) indicates Reddit user.

bidirectional introducers, and repeat introducers shared similar
categories of content (see Fig. 8). They all posted news the
most, followed by political opinion and blog-type websites.
This is consistent with the top user pairs identified by each of
the three approaches being largely news organizations or news-
related accounts (see Table VII). Out of the three approaches,
the same name users had the smallest percentage of political
opinion content. This could indicate that the same name
users were more likely to be news organizations or otherwise
less likely to share content linking to mostly opinion-related
websites.

Fig. 8. Heatmap displaying the percentage of URL postings made by the
user pairs identified by the various approaches. Content categories with less
than 2% of the URLs from all of approaches are excluded. The most posted
categories involved news and political blog type websites, as well as social
media websites for the case of the cross-platform linkers.

Conversely, the synchronized users linked to political blogs
and commentary websites far more than news organizations,

71% to 23%. This suggests that the synchronized users ap-
proach may have identified users with different goals and
content preferences. Additionally, we find that for all identified
groups of users except the cross-platform post linkers, none
of the content categories besides news and political opinion
received more than 8% of the group’s URL postings.

2) Bias and Fact Comparison: As for the political biases
of the users who exhibited the multi-platform behaviors, we
find that the synchronized and cross-platform linking users
were more right-leaning than the rest (see Fig. 9). More than
a third of the users identified by each approach had average
bias scores between 1.5 and 2. Combined with the content
finding above, we can conclude that the synchronized users
were mostly engaged in promoting content linking to right-
leaning political blogs and commentary websites.

Fig. 9. Heatmap displaying the distributions of user average bias scores of
the users in each y-axis user group. User average bias scores were rounded to
the nearest integer. Negative bias scores indicate left-leaning bias and positive
scores indicate right-leaning bias. There were no sources with bias values of
-3 (i.e., far left) in the dataset so it was excluded from this figure.

Meanwhile, the bidirectional repeat introducers were the
least biased out of all the groups, and the same name users ex-
hibited the most substantial left-leaning bias. Together with the
previous content results, these findings suggest that the same
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name users primarily linked to left-leaning mainstream news
sources, while the bidirectional repeat introducers tended to
introduce content from less biased mainstream news sources.

The distributions of factual information scores for the users
in each group also highlight the synchronized users for posting
low factual information (see Fig. 10). Of the synchronized
users, 68% had factual information scores less than -1.5, which
was 19% more than any other user group. Furthermore, we see
that the same name users and bidirectional repeat introducers
had the biggest shares of users with high factual information
scores, i.e., scores greater than 0.5. This again indicates that
these pairs of users were sharing URLs linking to higher
credibility websites.

Fig. 10. Heatmap displaying the distributions of factual information scores
of the users identified by each approach. User factual information scores were
rounded to the nearest integer. Higher scores indicate more factual sources.

D. Performance Comparsion

Now, we consider whether the content shared by the dif-
ferent sets of user pairs had different performance character-
istics. One main finding is that the URLs introduced by the
bidirectional and repeat introducers underperformed relative
to the full set of multi-platform URLs. They also performed
worse than the URLs posted by other identified user pairs.
The content introduced by bidirectional introducers and repeat
introducers tended to be posted less and have shorter posting
life spans (see Fig. 11, Fig. 12). Although they had faster
posting speeds than the multi-platform URLs and therefore
may have appeared to spread quickly across the platforms,
this more likely resulted from the URLs being posted fewer
times in a shorter period rather than being more viral (see
Fig. 13). Additionally, this content was the least likely to be
posted again in the dataset once it had a 24-hour break in
being posted (see Fig. 14).

Considering the URLs posted by these bidirectional and
repeat introducer pairs, instead of focusing only on the URLs
they introduced, we find that their performance is similar to
the same name users. The same name user pairs posted URLs
with numbers of postings close to the full set of multi-platform
URLs, except for having slightly larger tails (see Fig. 11).
They did not remain active in the dataset for as long, though,

with an average life span of 9.2 days as opposed to 11.3 days
for the multi-platform URLs (see Fig. 13).

The synchronized users’ URLs had the most unique per-
formance characteristics of all the URL subsets. This is likely
due, in part, to the relatively small number of URLs posted by
the synchronized users’ user pairs. Unlike the rest of the user
pairs, a large share of the synchronized users’ URLs, more
than 30%, received over 100 posts (see Fig. 11). They also
tended to have the fastest postings speeds and were the most
likely to be posted again after multiple 24-hour breaks in being
posted.

Fig. 11. Cumulative proportion of URLs shared by the user pairs from each
approach based on their number of posts. We see that the URLs introduced
by the bidirectional introducers and repeat introducers tended to be posted
less, while a large share of the URLs posted by the synchronized users was
highly posted. Compared to the performance of the full set of multi-platform
URLs, the same name users’ URLs had a similar performance but a slightly
larger share of highly posted content.

Fig. 12. Cumulative proportion of URLs shared by the user pairs from each
approach based on posting life span (i.e., the number of days between the
first and last time a given URL was posted in the dataset). URLs introduced
by the bidirectional introducers tended have the shortest posting life spans,
followed by the repeat introducers and same name users. Overall, the full
set of multi-platform URLs tended to be active on the platforms the longest,
although around 20% of the URLs posted by the synchronized users had long
posting life spans.

Altogether, these findings suggest that while the URLs
introduced by the repeat and bidirectional introducers tended
to perform worse than the rest, the user pairs identified by
those approaches tended to generally post content with similar
performance to those posted by the same name user pairs.
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Fig. 13. Cumulative proportion of URLs shared by the user pairs from each
approach based on posting speed (i.e., average number of times a given URL
was posted per hour). The full set of multi-platform URLs tended to be posted
at slower speeds than those posted by the identified user pairs, while the URLs
posted by the synchronized users were posted the fastest.

Fig. 14. Cumulative proportion of URLs shared by the user pairs from each
approach based on number of lives. The URLs introduced by the bidirectional
introducers and the repeat introducers were the least likely to be posted
again after a 24-hour break in being posted, while the URLs posted by the
synchronized users were the most likely to have three or more lives.

It also indicates that the synchronized users were mostly
involved in spreading well-posted and likely popular content.

E. Limitations

In terms of the user pair identification approaches explored
in this work, we make no claims about their ability to identify
all cross-platform user relationships. In fact, by using both the
same name users and bidirectional introducers approaches, we
recognize that neither approach is comprehensive in finding
all of the same individuals or organizations across platforms.
Therefore, a user not being identified by any of the approaches
does not mean they do not have accounts across multiple
platforms. Rather, in this work, we focus on identifying users
who appeared to exhibit multi-platform information spreading
behaviors.

Additionally, the lack of ground truth, both in terms of
users who actually coordinated online or offline to spread the
same information over multiple platforms and those who have
active accounts across multiple platforms, limits our ability
to evaluate the false positive rate of our identified cross-
platform user pairs. This limitation is further complicated by

the privacy concerns of releasing the full lists of the identified
user pairs. As anonymous accounts are an important and
prominent feature of Reddit, we are sensitive to the fact that
linking such accounts to users on Twitter or Facebook may
deanonymize them.

Though substantial, we attempted to mitigate these limi-
tations by performing null model analysis and an analysis of
the component size distributions of the returned user networks.
This allowed us to verify that the cross-platform user pair iden-
tification approaches relied on behaviors that did not arise from
chance alone and that the identified user relationships reflected
network structures we would expect from each approach. In
future work, we plan to use tools such as Maltego [43] to
investigate further the users identified by our approaches and
validate our results.

As for the empirical results of our work, a limitation is that
the collected multi-platform dataset only contains public data
and, in the case of Facebook and Instagram, primarily reflects
popular and well-followed accounts. Consequently, our identi-
fied user pairs only reflect relationships involving a subset of
Facebook and Instagram users. This means that overall number
of users pairs identified involving each platform should not be
taken as a reflection of the magnitude of related users across
platforms, rather we intend to provide a comparison of the
number of user pairs identified by each approach within the
platform. A second limitation related to data access is that the
collected dataset does not contain posts that were deleted or
censored prior to our data collection, which also likely resulted
in some cross-platform relationships going undetected.

Lastly, the presence and behavior of the users identified
within this 2020 U.S. election case study are limited to
this context. We do not claim that our results apply to all
discussions across Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and Instagram.
We plan to pursue future work exploring these approaches in
additional contexts.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we draw on prior cross-platform user iden-
tification and user coordination research to explore five ap-
proaches for identifying pairs of cross-platform users en-
gaged in multi-platform content-spreading behaviors. These
approaches differ in either the attributes and behaviors they
leverage to identify the user pairs, or in the types of rela-
tionships they aim to uncover. In doing so, they do not rely
on the social media platforms of study having similar social
structures or public users, but rather that URL-posting is a
common practice on the platform.

Within the context of fraud and protest discussions sur-
rounding the 2020 U.S. election, we use the outlined ap-
proaches to perform a case study of four social media plat-
forms. Using null models, size distributions of the user net-
work components, and the overlaps in users returned by each
approach, we come to three conclusions: i) the approaches
returned relationships that would not be expected if they relied
on posting behaviors arising from chance alone; ii) the sizes of
the components returned by each approach align with the types
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of relationships they aimed to identify; and iii) the overlap
in user pairs between the approaches not only helps support
the bidirectional introducers as an approach for identifying
the same entities across platforms but also shows that each
approach returned a unique set of user relationships. These
findings help validate the results of applying the user iden-
tification approaches to this dataset and support the benefits
of using multiple strategies for identifying users with multi-
platform information-spreading behaviors.

While these methods have only been explored in a limited
context, the evaluation of each method independently reveals
that the users identified by the different approaches shared
different types of content, with different political biases and
factual ratings, and posted URLs with varying degrees of
spreading performance. This suggests that if practitioners are
interested in identifying a particular type of multi-platform
actor (e.g., news organizations), or comparing behaviors across
different types of actors, it may be advantageous and more
efficient to use individual identification approaches. On the
other hand, if researchers are interested in collecting a set of
possible cross-platform actors, they may use the approaches in
combination. Finally, if they want to minimize false positives
when identifying pairs of cross-platform users, one effective
approach may be to require the users to display behaviors from
multiple approaches.

Ultimately, this work can be used to help identify and
characterize users who facilitate multi-platform content dif-
fusion and highlights the importance of studying the spread
of information across multiple social media platforms. Fur-
ther investigation is needed within additional contexts and
platforms to evaluate the types of users identified by the
approaches presented here and to measure the role that such
users play in facilitating multi-platform content spread. This
research is vital for developing realistic multi-platform models
of information diffusion and devising effective strategies to
mitigate misinformation spread in our complex social media
environment.
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